Effects of lamellolysin from a parasitoid wasp on Drosophila blood cells in vitro.
Female parasitoid Leptopilina heterotoma inject a factor, lamellolysin, along with their eggs into the host hemocoel to destroy selectively host hemocytes that encapsulate foreign objects. In parasitized Drosophila melanogaster larvae, these hemocytes (lamellocytes) change from discoidal cells to bipolar cells that no longer adhere to each other to form capsules. To study the effects of lamellolysin on Drosophila lamellocytes in vitro, a giant strain of D. melanogaster was constructed to yield hemolymph with an abundance of lamellocytes. The effect of lamellolysin on the adhesivity of lamellocytes in vitro was demonstrated when the cells were gently rotated in the culture medium. Under these conditions, the bipolar shape of the affected lamellocytes resembled that of lamellocytes in parasitized hosts. When lamellocytes were exposed to lamellolysin in stationary culture medium, the elongation of the bipolar cells continued until they became threadlike. Lamellocytes fragmented in both stationary and rotating culture medium in the presence of lamellolysin, although loss of cellular material was more pronounced in the latter. This study demonstrates that lamellolysin acts directly and destructively on lamellocytes.